Architecture, Computer Systems, and Embedded Systems (ACSES)

1. EE 382N-23  23-EMBEDDED SYS DSGN/MODELING  MW1:30PM-3PM
2. EE 382V  SECURITY HRDWRE-SFTWRE INTERF  TTH11AM-12:30PM

Decision, Information, and Communications Engineering (DICE)

1. EE 381J  PROBABIL & STOCHASTIC PROCS I  TTH9:30AM-11AM
2. EE 381K-2  2-DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS  MW10:30AM-12PM
3. EE 381K-18  18-CONVEX OPTIMIZATION  MW1:30PM-3PM

Integrated Circuits & Systems (ICS)

1. EE 382M-7  7-VLSI I  MW6:30PM-8PM
2. EE 382M-14  14-ANALOG INTEG CIRCUIT DESIGN  TTH9:30AM-11AM